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Abstract—In recent years, research in Underwater Wireless
Sensor Network (UWSN) was the interest of many research
groups as it can be used for many important applications such
as disaster management, marine environment monitoring, fish
farming, and military surveillance. There are many challenges in
underwater acoustic communication: strong signal attenuation,
limited bandwidth, long propagation delay, high transmission
loss, and energy consumption. In this paper, we present a simple
flow of mathematical models for the underwater acoustic channel
for the underwater acoustic communication channel. We also
investigate the influence of different parameters governing the
communication channel’s performance, such as temperature and
wind speed. We also show the importance of selecting the optimal
communication frequency to increase communication SNR. We
implemented the mathematical model in MATLAB and made it
available online for other researchers. We found out that selecting
the optimal frequency is very crucial when wind speed is high.

can be classified into five main classes: environmental monitoring, disaster monitoring, military operations, navigation
infrastructure, and sports activities. Many of the challenges
and opportunities faced by recent deployments of UWSN were
also discussed.

Keywords—Underwater Wireless Sensor Network (UWSN);
acoustic signal; mathematical modeling; optimization; noise level;
optimal frequency

Many commercial low-energy underwater acoustic modem
is available nowadays to fit UWSN deployment, such as
[2]. Usually, acoustic modems come with a range of acoustic operational frequencies, between 15kHz and 30kHz. The
selection of the optimal transmission frequency should be
run-time adjustable during the operation to achieve optimal
communication performance.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Recent advances in technologies have created many new
opportunities to explore underwater resources, which covers
about 70% of the planet earth. Unlike terrestrial wireless sensor
networks that rely on radio waves for data exchange, UWSN
needs a different approach with far more challenges. Wireless
communication in an underwater environment can depend on
acoustic waves or optical signals to form a communication
network. Like terrestrial WSN, a UWSN is a wireless sensor
network that works in an underwater environment to collect
data, e.g., temperature, pressure, conductivity, turbidity, and
dissolved pollutants seldom to provide some control over
submerged devices. The main goal is to collect data precisely
in a time-efficient and energy-efficient manner and transmit
them to a sink node. The only difference, and challenge at the
same time, is that RF signals do not work in an underwater
environment, requiring the use of another type of signals to
transmit data, namely, acoustic signals to provide wireless
connectivity.
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks has many practical
applications. In [3], the authors provided a survey on underwater acoustic sensor network applications that have been
suggested and studied in the literature for monitoring and controlling. Authors in [4] reviewed recent applications of UWSNs
and discussed possible challenges on the implementation of
UWSNs. A comprehensive survey is provided in the latest
developments in UWSN in [5]. The underwater applications

UWSN faces lots of challenges and problems that have
been discussed thoroughly in [6] and [8]. They include realtime propagation delay, multipath fading, limited battery,
bandwidth constraints of communication channels, and high
path loss due to noise. In addition, UWSN Node placement
in the third dimension, i.e., depth, significantly affects the
transmission path loss and operational energy consumption. As
a result, transmission loss is also considerably affected by the
characterizes of the water body, such as salinity, temperature,
and acidity.

In this paper, we present a simple and clear mathematical
model that can be used as a mathematical basis for an Acoustic
Transmission Frequency Optimizer (ATFO) module, as shown
in Fig. 1. The AFTO module will read ambient environmental
conditions such as temperature and wind speed from its sensor
readings; It will then compute the optimized transmission
acoustic frequency based on the mathematical model that will
be described later. We assume that the direct sink Node will
be responsible for setting the transmission frequency, share it,
and synchronize operation with all other nodes. This paper will
only focus on how to select the optimal frequency. Although
many articles in the literature provided similar mathematical
modeling, this paper offers a cleaner version with a shareable
source code provided for other researchers to utilize.
In this paper, we assume that a UWSN is being deployed
for an arbitrary underwater application, as mentioned in previous surveys. We consider a two-dimensional flat network
meaning that all nodes in this network are approximately
placed in a plain, including the direct sink node, as shown
in Fig. 2. We also assume that the direct sensor node is the
only node connected with the ground sensor sink node on
the sea level. Based on the application and the deployment
environment, the depth of the network is decided during the
operation. We assume a fixed network setup i.e., no mobile
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Developed mathematical models in the literature have been
utilized for different purposes. The authors in [7] have provided
a detailed mathematical analysis to find the relation between
ambient water conditions and transmission loss. In [9] and
[10], the authors provided insights about energy-delay and
the energy-hops tradeoff in UWSN. In [18], the energy consumption analysis was provided using mathematical models.
The distortion analysis of interference or hindrance from other
sensors in the network was evaluated by [11].

Fig. 1. Underwater Sensor Nodes Networking Layers with AFTO Module

The author of [15] used the acoustic channel modeling
to find out the relation between link capacity and distance.
In [16], the authors provided a detailed analysis of noise
affecting the underwater communication profile. While in [17],
the combined effect of depth and temperature on available
capacity was studied.
One concern about most of the mathematical modelings
efforts presented in the literature is ambiguity in certain points
of the flow. In particular, we found it very difficult to regenerate
similar graphs presented in some papers. We can summarize
the causes of this problem into the following points:
•

Different approximations for certain parameters. For
example, in the literature, there are at least three
different approximations for the absorption coefficient
that are sometimes being used without proper addressing or referencing, making it very difficult for new
researchers to know the difference.

•

Importance of Units and Scale. Some equations require input parameters to be in certain units (K Meters
vs. Meters), and different scales (Log vs. Linear),
which are also, sometimes not very clearly mentioned
in the model presented.

•

Source Code Availability. Authors of literature assume
that new researchers can easily construct or build
a direct implementation of the mathematical models
presented. These simple tasks took a fairly long time
due to the first two points than expected to code and
to regenerate similar graphs presented in the literature.

Fig. 2. UWSN Deployment at Various Depths

nodes are considered. We assume that the user can adjust the
frequency of the acoustic modems used in UWSN nodes.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Mathematical modeling of the acoustic channel in underwater communication has been studied widely in the literature. Sozer [19] provided a comprehensive overview of
many aspects of Underwater Acoustic Networks, including a
summarized form of the mathematical modeling part. In [20],
a comprehensive tutorial about channel characterization and
properties were introduced, including a detailed graph of
noise factors affecting link quality. Another higher view of
the mathematical modeling concepts of acoustic channels was
introduced by [1].
Previous papers showed that transmission loss in underwater communication systems consists of two main parts Absorption due to water body and noise due to external noise factors.
Over the years, three main approximations for the absorption
coefficient were introduced, namely Fisher [14], Ainslie [13],
and Thorp’s [12], which have been used in most underwater
acoustic channel modeling literature. Noise sources were also
characterized and simplified in many articles in the literature,
such as [1], [20]. The paper [21] provided an experimental
study to analyze noise factors affecting underwater channels.

In this paper, we did our best to avoid these concerns. We
have provided a clear and concise step-by-step model flow.
A table listing all parameters with proper unit and scale is
provided. Finally, the source code of the developed model,
along with generating graphs, is available in [22].
III.

ACOUSTIC C HANNEL M ODELING

Practically, it is very well understood that the underwater
Acoustic channel is a very challenging media to establish
any communication. These challenges can be summarized as
follows:
•

Bandwidth Limitation: Acoustic signals operate at
very low frequency, limiting the available communication band to a minimum. Typical underwater acoustic hydrophone or modems operates in the range of
15 kHz to 40 kHz [2].

•

Noise Level and Sources, there are multiple sources
of noise in water bodies that degrades the quality of
the acoustic signal. Noise intensity measured in Power
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Fig. 4. Absorption Coefficient, α [dB/km] for Different Combination of
Input Variables as shown in Table II

110

Fig. 3. Acoustic Signal Reflection and Bending Formation from [1]

Spectrum Density with unit dB relative to micro
Pascal degrades as frequency increases, as shown in
Fig. 5.
•

•

•

Acoustic Signal Speed and Propagation, Acoustic signals are very slow, 1500 m/s. This fact emphasizes
the propagation delay, which is usually neglected
in the case of a terrestrial wireless network. The
high propagation delay also magnifies the multipath
problem of acoustic signal radiation. Also, acoustic
signals in water bodies have a special form of bending
and refraction, shown in Fig. 3, making the multipath
problem even more challenging.
Attenuation Level, Water bodies have more mass than
air, making signal propagation through that body more
difficult. Acoustic signal suffers from spreading and
absorption in the water body. As a rule of thumb
and as shown in Fig. 4, attenuation levels increases
as frequency increases.
Affecting parameters; although the frequency is the
dominant factor for underwater acoustic signal prorogation, it still suffers from multiple other factors that
have a complicated combined effect. A summarized
list of all factors is shown in Table I.
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Fig. 5. Noise Loss Spectrum Level (dB re 1 µ Pascal)

where rxpower is the reception power level measured at the
destination node. Using dB to simplify calculations, rxpower
can be calculated as
rxpower = txpower − A(f ) − N (f )

(2)

To establish a wireless communication link between two
nodes, the received power at the destination node should be
higher than a certain threshold called rx Sensitivity Level
rxLevel . This rule is true regardless of channel and type
of carrier wave, i.e., RF vs. Acoustic. Mathematically, this
condition can be formulated as

Where A(f ) is the signal loss due to attenuation, and
N (f ) is the loss due to Noise. The signal attenuation loss
A(f ) in dB given in Equation 31 composed of two losses
namely, spreading and absorption. The spreading loss is due to
the geometric spreading of signal propagation it is a function
of transmission range r and the spreading factor κ.For our

rxpower ≥ rxlevel

1 One should note the scale and units of parameters plugged into such
equations, please refer to table I

(1)
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(a) Effect of Different Transmission Ranges on AN

(b) Effect of Different Temprature Values on AN
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(c) Effect of Different Salinity Levels on AN
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Fig. 6. Effect of Different Single Parameter Values on AN

calculations and graphs in this paper, we will always use
κ = 1.5.

r

t
s
exp 26 ,
35
t
f2 = 42 exp 17 ,

f1 = 0.78
10log A(f ) = κ.10 log r + r.10log α(f )

(3)

The absorption loss is a function of transmission range
r and absorption coefficient α, which describes water body
capability to absorb the energy from the acoustic signal and
convert it into heat. A higher absorption coefficient means a
higher dB loss from the acoustic signal. The absorption coefficient α value is dominated by frequency but also temperature,
pH level, depth level, water salinity can affect its value. There
are many models that approximate the absorption coefficient
empirically, such as Thorp’s model and Fisher models [12],
[14]. However, in this paper, we will use an approximation
suggested by Ainslie and McColm [13] presented in the
following formula

α = γ1
where,

f1 f 2
f2 f 2
+ γ2 2
+ γ3 f 2
2
+f
f2 + f 2

f12

(4)

γ1 = 0.106 exp

pH−8
0.56

,
−d
t
s
γ2 = 0.52(1 + )( ) exp 6 ,
43 35
t
d
γ3 = 0.00049 exp−( 27 + 17 )

For correct implementation of all equations, it is very
important to understand and know units for all parameters
which are summarized in Table I.
We have implemented the attenuation loss approximation
above and calculated the resulted absorption coefficient for
many possible combinations of input variables shown in Fig. 4.
Note the increasing trend of the absorption coefficient with
increasing frequency.
The Noise Loss in 2 is mainly due to ambient noise.
There are four major sources for ambient noise in underwater
acoustic channel namely; turbulence, shipping, wind driven
waves and thermal noise. Noise is measured as power spectral
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10logNt = 17 − 30log(f )
10logNsh = 40 + 20(sh − 0.5) + 26log(f ) − 60log(f + 0.03)
10logNw = 50 + 7.5w1/2 + 20log(f ) − 40log(f + 0.4)
10logNth = −15 + 20log(f )
(6)
where sh and w are Shipping Activity Factor and Wind
Speed, respectively.

Fig. 7. Absorption Coefficient,α [dB/km] for Different Combination of Input
Variables as shown in Table II

TABLE I. ACOUSTIC C HANNEL M ODEL PARAMETERS AND U NITS
Parameter
rxpower
rxlevel
txpower
A
N
r
f
t
d
s
pH
w
sh
κ

Description
Received Signal Power
Received Signal Threshold
Transmitting Signal Power
Attenuation Loss
Noise Loss
Communication Range
Frequency
Water Body Temperature
Water Depth
Water Salinity
Water Acidity Level
Sea Surface Wind Speed
Shipping Activity Factor
Spreading Coefficient

◦

Unit
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
Km
kHz
Celsius
Km
ppt

Combining both losses effects, i.e., Noise and Attenuation,
in the product form, AN would give us insight about communication quality for different sets of conditions. AN is the
total loss incurred by the acoustic signal, which in dB can be
expressed as in equation 2. Now, let us first examine the single
effect of different parameters on AN , as shown in Fig. 6. We
run the mathematical model extensively using the parameter
combinations listed in Table II2 .

m/s

density and its unit is dB relative to µ Pascal. Noise can be
approximated as given by the following formula:

N = Nt + Nsh + Nth + Nw

Each noise source affects a particular range of frequencies.
Low-frequency region, f < 10 Hz is influenced by turbulence
noise. The frequency range of 10 Hz -100 Hz is majorly
influenced by shipping activity factor sh, whose value ranges
between 0 and 1 for low and high activity. Wind-driven waves
cause surface motion, which is the dominant factor of noise
in the frequency region 100 Hz to 100 kHz. It is measured
in m/s, and this frequency operating region is used by the
majority of acoustic systems. Thermal noise contributes for
f > 100 kHz [15]. We have implemented Equations 5 and 6
for different values of sh and w over the frequency spectrum
[1 Hz to 100000 Hz]. Fig. 5 shows the Noise levels in different
spectral regions with the dominant factors in each region.
One can notice the decrease trending line as the frequency
increases, which shows an opposite behavior compared to
attenuation loss above.

(5)

Fig. 6(a) shows the effect of different communication
ranges while fixing all other parameters. You can notice the rabid increase of AN product as the transmission range increases
especially with higher frequency. In (b), the increase in the
temperature slightly increases the loss value as the frequency
increases. Salinity level changes affect AN , as shown in (c),
which is also has a limited effect. The major effect happens
in Figure (d) with wind speed. As wind speed increases from
0m/s to 10m/s, AN increases up to three times.
Fig. 6 shows three main observations as follows:

where Nt , Nsh , Nth and Nw are given by the following
formulas:

•

Different parameters used in the acoustic channel
model have different effects on the AN product.

•

Noise loss has two different trending effects as frequency increases with various affecting factors in each
frequency range. In general, the loss due to noise
decreases as frequency increases, but at the same time,
the loss due to attenuation increases as frequency
increases.

•

The contradicting trends of both losses create a minimal turning point where AN is the minimum. The
frequency that generates that minimal AN value is the

TABLE II. S ELECTED PARAMETERS VALUES
Parameter
r
f
t
d
s
pH
w
κ

Values
100 to 1000
[ 1 to 200 ]
[ 4 to 20 ]
[ 0 to 10 ]
15, 25, 35
8.0
0, 5, 10, 15
1.5

◦

Unit
m
kHz
Celsius
Km
ppt
m/s

2 The implementation of the mathematical model is available at
https://emadfelemban.org/coralsense
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Fig. 8. A Parallel Coordinate Plot Showing All Combinations of Parameter Values Selected

optimal frequency. This optimal frequency changes as
the conditions and requirements change.
•

Among all parameters that are used in the acoustic
channel model, wind speed has a very strong effect
on AN .

Fig. 7 shows all the curves for all different combinations
to get a comprehensive view. Fig. 8 is a parallel coordinate
graph that shows the parameters and their values used to create
Fig. 7. The same figure shows the different various optimal
frequencies for each case.
IV.

Fig. 9 shows different AN vs Frequency curves calculated
with different combinations of parameters. Using the same
data, we find the optimal frequency for each case and plot
Fig. 6. The optimal transmission frequency provides the lowest
AN value and thus most likely provides the best performance in
the communication channel. For all plots, we changed the wind
speed from 0 m/s to 15 m/s and plotted four curves for each
parameter. Fig. 6(a) shows the optimal frequencies as depth
changes from 0 Km to 10 Km vs. the increase of wind speed.
In Fig. 6(b), (c) and (d) we varied the transmission range,
temperature and salinity levels. It is very clear that we need
to have a dynamic way to select the appropriate transmission
frequency to establish a good communication channel.

O PTIMAL S ELECTION OF C OMMUNICATION
PARAMETERS

The quality of underwater acoustic communication depends
on multiple parameters that can be categorized into three
categories:
•

Environmental parameters that are related to the ambient environment conditions around the communication
area such as temperature, salinity level, wind speed,
shipping factor.

•

Deployment parameters that are related to deployment
conditions of the network such as depth level and
transmission range between nodes. Note that these
parameters can be changed either manually in the case
of fixed networks or using mobile capabilities in the
case of mobile or ROV network.

•

Communication Parameters that can change and affect
the communication channel performance between the
source and destination nodes such as transmission
power and frequency. Most of the commercially available underwater acoustic modems provide flexibility in
setting frequency and transmission power and changing them by software.

V.

C ONCLUSION

This paper provides a gateway to find the optimum communication parameters for underwater communication. It offers an
insight into the relationship between the different parameters
that govern the underwater acoustic communication channel.
We have reviewed many mathematical models available for
underwater acoustic communication. We implemented our own
version of the model and made it available online. We ran many
input parameter combinations by changing depth, temperature,
wind speed salinity to measure the effect on path loss. We
found that wind speed has the most impact on path loss.
Finally, we shed some light on optimizing the communication
parameters, specifically the frequency. Our future work will
include developing the frequency optimizer module and run
experimental simulation scenarios to measure the effect of
optimal frequency in the simulation environment.
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